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Luxus Vacation Properties Partners with Paull Travel to Enhance Travel Service

EDMONTON, AB – Luxus Vacation Properties (LVP) is

planning lifetime experiences. Since it plans to continue

pleased to announce that it has entered into a corporate

expanding the portfolio with more exotic properties, it

partnership with Paull Travel, a locally owned and

has determined that the best way to provide Owners

operated travel agency in Edmonton, Alberta, with a

with impeccable service expertise is through partnership

strong reputation for service

with a specialist in the field. Paull Travel is its first official

The partnership is timed to coincide with the launch of

corporate partnership.

the first European property in LVP’s portfolio, which is

“The partnership between LVP and Paull Travel is an ideal

located in Tuscany, Italy. Through LVP’s existing Concierge

one. Our companies share similar business philosophies,

Service, Paull Travel will help meet Luxus Owners’

values, and goals, as well as a community focus and mutual

additional travel needs by providing an enhancement to

respect for each other” says Danielle L’Heureux Lesley

our services including multi-leg flights, accommodations

Paull agrees, saying “we both have the same ultimate end

outside of Tuscany, Mediterranean cruises, and expanded

goal of providing exceptional travel experiences, and we

tours throughout Europe. Another advantage is that Paull

both strive to remove all hassles or frustrations associated

Travel can provide additional support on travel services

with planning a vacation”.

booked through its company, such as 24-hour emergency
assistance, further augmenting the services LVP already
has in place for its owners.

LVP looks forward to collaborating with Paull Travel
in the years to come. For more information about
Luxus Vacation Properties, visit www.luxusgroup.

Luxus Vacation Properties has always assisted its Owners

com/vacation-properties/ or contact the Luxus team

with their travel plans, from booking flights and car

at 780.467.5521.

rentals to securing additional accommodations and
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About Luxus Vacation Properties
Luxus Vacation Properties represents a portfolio of exceptional properties in the world’s most desirable locations. Coowned by a select group of private investors, these properties are expertly managed to provide excellent value, impeccable
service, and the highest standard in luxury. When you invest in Luxus, you become an Owner in an exclusive partnership
that holds a multi-million-dollar portfolio of luxury private residences around the world.
www.luxusgroup.com/vacation-properties

About Paull Travel
Paull Travel is locally owned and operated by Lesley Paull, who started the agency in 1986 after working as a consultant in
Edmonton. Its agents are experts in corporate and leisure travel and operate with the goal of providing complete service,
fully taking care of all your travel needs.
www.paulltravel.com

